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Online Kundali reading and Remedies for Financial Problems
Online Kundli reading: A significant part of our lives goes into earning money and providing for near and dear ones. We seek life
insurance to ensure our income is safeguarded against unforeseen circumstances. In spite of such measures, there are times
when we suffer losses or major financial reverses even after we have put in our greatest efforts and planned for contingency.
Finance-related emergencies tend to hit each one of us in our lifetimes. There are several Do It Yourself remedies by free
Kundali predictions for resolving money-related problems that one can try to get rid of financial woes. At the end of the day, it is
our Karma that is responsible for the consequences we face. We all believe that everyone gets what he or she deserves. This is
true, however is equally worthwhile how a person deals with it and chooses to bounce back, that too with a bang!
Remedies to Improve Financial Status: Free Kundali analysis
Place the locker or the cupboard in which you keep money in the South or South-West corner of the house. North is the
direction for Lord Kuber, the god of wealth. Opening the locker in this direction ensures it is stocked with cash. Get your free
Kundali analysis here.
Planet Saturn can even trigger financial woes. You can appease Saturn by chanting to it. By praying to it regularly you can
ward off money problems in your life.
To let the money come in, put a mirror in front of the locker so that it reflects the vision of the locker.
Never take something for free, nor offer any of your skills without a price tag. Ensure cash as payment is acquired in some
measure.
Money attained through wrong deeds will never remain. Remember this while making any deal.
Also read, Free Janam Kundali remedies for Loan Repayment
Install an image of almighty Maha Lakshmi at your place of worship and pray twice a day. Take her blessings for happiness in
your life.
Try to give a share of your income every month to charity. This will help you take the blessing of Goddess Lakshmi.
Treat ladies in the house with the highest regard. They are the manifestation of Goddess Lakshmi.
Keep Kuber Yantra on a piece of red cloth at the place you worship while offering prayers.
Plant a Tulsi (Basil tree) in your house and light a ghee-filled diya close to it every day. Goddess Lakshmi will favor you with
prosperity.
Donate in ‘white’ to get the blessings of the Goddess of Wealth.
Online Kundali making free
Never keep any broken vessels in the house.
Offer water to Lord Vishnu through a white-shell every Friday. This delights Goddess Lakshmi tremendously.
Apply a tilak made of saffron and water on your forehead every day after bath to keep Goddess Lakshmi in good humor.
To overcome money problems, feed a cow with green grass every Wednesday.
Feed three unmarried girls with kheer (rice pudding) and gift them yellow clothing along with some cash every Friday for a
month. This pleases Goddess Lakshmi and she is certain to favor your abode.
Every once a while we all suffer from money troubles. With no money flowing in, despair spreads all over the place and affects
your family. If you find yourself in similar circumstances and there seems no way out, then you can talk to astrologers at Tabij.in.

We have the finest Astrology experts who make and read your Kundali and gives you a free kundali report whose years of
experience in studying the stars can guide you out of your problems. They are available at your disposal 24*7 and provide the
best remedies for all your problems. Call NOW at +91 9776190123 and get your life back on track!
https://www.tabij.in/kundli/

